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Abstract: Ageency theory is an important,
t, yet controveersial,
theory. This paper
p
reviews agency
a
theory and
a its contribuutions
to organizatioon theory. Asseessment is done in comparisoon to
stewardship theory.
t
The inntent is to cllarify some off the
confusions surrounding
s
a
agency
theory
ry and to alert
organizational scholars when using agenncy theory. Aggency
theory is confi
firmed as usefull addition to org
rganizational thheory,
but the papeer offers alterrnative propositions based on
o a
relaxing of aggency theory’s assumptions.
a
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
mentation of orgganizational theeories
Prior to inntellectual fragm
in 1970’s, struuctural contingeency theory dom
minated. In ordder to
achieve optiimal performaance, organizzations structuurally
adjusted to coontingent factoors meaning siize, technologyy and
strategy. Altthough indeteerminate, mannagerial role was
perceived posiitively. Developpment of diversse paradigms sttarted
in 1970’s (Doonaldson, 1995)). Novel theoriies critically stuudied
organizationall rationality and manageerial benevollence.
Population-ecoology theory,, institutional theory, resoource
dependency thheory and orgganizational ecoonomics (Jenseen &
Meckling, 19976), explicitlyy and/or impplicitly contraddicted
structural conttingency theoryy.
Organizatiional economiccs - including agency theoryy and
transaction coost theory - is grounded on economic
e
moddel of
human behaviior which assuumes that indivvidual’s behaviior is
opportunistic, self-serving annd motivated byy satisfying perrsonal
goals.

nsen & Meckliing, 1976). Aggency theory objective
o
is too
(Jen
determine optimal contract between principal an
nd agent. Agentt
(man
nager or emplooyee) tries to maximize perssonal gains byy
satissfying princippal’s economiic objectives and agent'ss
com
mmitment level is function off perceived rew
ward value forr
satissfying principall’s objectives.
In
I situation whhen principal ddelegates work
k to the agent,,
agen
ncy relationshipp develops. Aggent’s mission is to optimallyy
acco
omplish princippal’s interests. IIn pursuit of th
he mission, thee
agen
nt chooses wayy of doing busiiness which results in certainn
effeccts. Principal beears a risk of evventual failure, but also adoptss
effeccts of agent’s execution of mission reducced for agreedd
paym
ment to the aggent. Level of reward to thee agent usuallyy
depeends on princippal’s interest in realization of
o the assignedd
misssion. A beneffit, to the ageent, in the fo
orm of rewardd
repreesents cost to the principal while agent’ss effort bringss
beneefits to the prinncipal (with an assumption thaat higher effortt
is diirectly related too better results)), and at the sam
me time cost too
the agent
a
(Eisenharrdt, 1989).
Relationship
R
b
between
princippal and agent based on thee
conttract is a focal point of agenccy theory. Prin
ncipal wants too
max
ximize his/her benefits
b
while m
minimizing rewaard to the agentt
at th
he same time.. On the otheer hand, the agent
a
wants too
max
ximize his/her benefits. Aggency theory assumes thatt
princcipal’s wealth, per se, wouldd not be maximized becausee
agen
nt and principall: (1) have diffe
ferent goals, (2)) have differentt
acceess to informattion (principal cannot monittor what agentt
doess and know whhich informationn agent has), an
nd (3) differentt
prop
pensity towards risk.

3. COMPARISO
C
ON TO STEW
WARDSHIP THEORY
T
2. AGENCY
Y THEORY
Agency thheory is develooped as framew
work for analyyzing
conflicting intterests betweenn key stakeholders, in additioon to
the developm
ment of mechhanisms for resolving connflicts
(Tipurić, 20008). Besides prevalent contribution within
w
discipline of corporate
c
governnance, agency theory
t
applicatiion is
extensive: ageency theory maay be applied in every situation in
which one parrty (the princippal) delegates work
w
to anotherr (the
agent), who performs
p
that work.
w
Agency theory attemppts to
describe the relationship
r
in terms
t
of behavvioral characterristics
and provides mathematic innstrument for evaluating
e
situaations
between partiees who lack muutual trust.
Intellectuaal foundation foor agency theorry developmentt was
in the work of Coase aloong with Alchhian and Dem
msetz.
Incentive for agency theorry developmennt was relationnship
between ownnership and control functtion within large
corporations. Pioneers,
P
Jenseen and Mecklingg, tried to verifyy that
corporations do
d not operatee according too the maximizzation
principle, maiinly because off the conflictingg interests of major
m
governing parrties (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Agency thheory
describes econnomic exchangge relation bettween principall and
agent. Princippal–agent relatiion, in which principal deleegates
work to the aggent, is describeed using the meetaphor of a conntract

Agency
A
and stewardship ttheory were developed ass
alterrnative theoriess and numerouus researches focus on theirr
diffeerences. Both theories are cconstructive giiven that theyy
desccribe possible situations
s
amonng owners and managers andd
enlig
ghten governing relations from differen
nt perspective..
Stew
wardship theoryy rejects the aggency theory asssumptions andd
presupposes contexxt in which mannagers perceivee that satisfyingg
sharreholders goals is also in theirr personal interrest. Separationn
of ow
wnership and corporate
c
controol does not auto
omatically leadd
to the conflict off goals and innterests betweeen owners andd
man
nagers.
Agency
A
and stewardship
s
rellation are opp
posite relationss
amo
ong owners andd managers. In agency relation
n the emphasiss
is on
n building instiitutional and coontractual mech
hanisms so thatt
man
nagers cannot acchieve their ow
wn goals at the expense of thee
own
ner’s goals, whhile in the sttewardship rellation, if it iss
succcessfully achievved, there are noo such problem
ms: the goals aree
sharred, so the manaager’s activitiess are also in thee interest of thee
orgaanization. Accorrding to Donalddson and Daviss (1993) centrall
diffeerence betweenn agency and sttewardship theo
ory is in modell
of human
h
behaviorr: the socio-pssychological mo
odel of humann
behaavior for stewarrdship theory annd economic model
m
of humann
behaavior for agencyy theory.

Economic model of human behavior proposes divergence
of interests between principal and manager, and therefore
agency theory develops effective system for constructive
agent’s behavior due to the difference in risk propensity,
information asymmetry etc. The socio-psychological model of
human behavior for stewardship theory proposes that
manager’s behavior is pro-organizational and collectivistic,
achieving higher utility by serving a group (organization), than
by satisfying personal goals. A stewardship relation implies
convergence of interests between principal and steward.
Therefore, the relation is based on trust so principal supports
and empowers manager-steward since the fundamental
postulate of stewardship theory is that managers always act in
such way to maximize the interests of a company, even if the
control is completely absent (Podrug, 2010).

information approach, principal would easily define and control
agent’s behavior and fittingly compensate agent. If principal
and agent have matching interests, then agent’s motivation is
not unclear (Tipurić, 2008).
Analyzing phenomena only within agency theory
framework may result in: 1) disregarding of principal’s
obligation towards agent; 2) ignoring distrust development and
disrespect of agents; 3) neglecting ethical aspects and 4)
overlooking of prospective solutions consistent with ethical
norms.
From corporate governance perspective, successful
resolution of agency problem (if possible) significantly reduces
potential and validity of agency theory in analysis of governing
relations, leaving opportunity for application of stewardship
theory and other organizational theories.

4. CRITICS OF AGENCY THEORY

5. CONCLUSION

Donaldson (1990) criticized the agency theory dominance
in terms of methodology individualism, narrow-defined
motivation model, regressive simplification, disregarding other
research, ideological framework, organizational economics and
corporate governance’s defensiveness.
Focus of agency theory’s studies is individual consistent
with rational, economic model of human behavior. However,
absolute explication of every organizational activity should not
be considered as equivalent to individual activity and that
represents essential critic of structuralism.
It is extremely important to stress that Williamson’s axiom
about opportunistic agent’s behavior over time has gained many
different forms and interpretations. Williamson (1985)
identified opportunistic behavior of the minority of individuals,
the not majority. „Individual sometimes acts opportunistically
and trustworthiness is hardly ex ante transparent. Therefore, it
is compulsory to conduct ex ante screening and develop ex post
assurance mechanisms or, in contrary, opportunistic individual
will exploit circumstances towards less opportunistic
individual.” Since organizations cannot completely identify and
eliminate opportunism, the fundamental proposition is that
opportunism is possible and therefore control mechanisms are
initiated. However, it is important to stress out that even in
circumstances of highly specific assets, where the probability of
opportunism is extremely high, there are individuals who will
give priority to cooperation and trust and will not initiate
opportunistic behavior (Hill, 1990).
Donaldson (1990) had an interesting observation that all of
organizational economics’ academics (Jensen and Meckling,
Barney and Ouchi...) paid no attention to the organizational
behavior research (Argyris, Loche, Mitchell, Salancik…), and
ignored organization theory research (Child, Burns, Galbraith,
Hage, Woodward…) and consequently developed assumptions
disregarding essential conclusions from traditional management
theory. Traditional management theory as well recognizes
managerial errors, but not as calculated actions, but as a result
of information insufficiency, knowledge shortage or as a groupthinking effect.
Proponents of agency theory state that control mechanisms
are obligatory for directing opportunistic managerial behavior,
although empirical researches confirm that control generates
stronger
individualistic
behavior,
reduces
proactive
organizational behavior and trustworthiness, and lastly results
with distrust (Podrug, 2010). Agency theory is not normative
theory. Agency theory’s predictive strength lies in description
of the situations where parties act rationally, focusing on their
personal interest, with risk aversion or unbiased towards risk.
Goals' divergences, divergence in attitude towards risk and
information decentralizations are agency theory fundaments. If
these assumptions about conflict interests and information
asymmetry are allayed, then agency problem becomes trivial
and scientifically not interesting. In circumstances of equal

If we are aware of modern business conditions where
modern technologies provide possibility for lowering
transactional costs, then the only distinctive competency of
companies becomes ability to coordinate sub-contractual
activities on the market. Therefore, companies ought to focus
on human resources and their competencies. Agency theory,
despite all limitations, can realize previously stated, but
implementation of following postulates is necessary: (1)
company is institution of people, with distinct members, and
not only one owner; (2) stakeholders have economic and noneconomic interests meaning that self-interest does not exclude
interest for others; (3) company is not only based on contractual
agreements and company is also association of people; (4) role
of the company is not maximization of shareholders’ wealth,
yet self-actualization of all stakeholders.
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